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University aims to educate
on risks of binge drinking

October 19, 2009
Volume 104, Issue 59
WWWBGVIEWSCOM

Cartwright
talks balance

Alcohol awareness week. Wellness Connection explain risks of high- and low-risk drinking

At Fridays Graduate
Student Senate

'%

High-risk drinking is consuming five or more alcoholic
beverages in a single sitting for
males and four or more drinks
National Collegiate Alcohol for females.
Awareness Week starts today to
*|The Wellness Connection]
bring awareness of the dangers really want|s| to entourage
of excessive drinking to univer- low-risk drinking," said Faith
sity students.
Yingling the Director of the
The main goal of the week is Wellness Connection.
to inform students about the
Low-risk drinking is one
issues of alcohol and to explain drink for females per day and
the difference between high- no more than two drinks for
men per day, and no more than
risk and low-risk drinking.
four drinks per week. Low-risk
drinking is a very effective way
to avoid dangerous situations
consuming too much alcohol
can lead to, Yingling said. A
standard drink is defined as
one 12 ounce beer, one four
ounce glass of win or one
one-and-a-half ounce glass of
liquor.
"Students need to understand
that your body only processes
one standard Idrink perl hour,"
assistant dean of students
By Zach Gas*
Reporter

meeting, President
Cartwright discussed
maintaining a balance
between the
undergraduate and
graduate programs,
along with other
issues | Page 3

Education
needs to foster
creative minds
Columnist Matt
Buyer believes the
University does not do
enough to promote
creativity among
students, and suggests
that general courses

Michael Ginsburg said.
Two of the biggest dangers
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week wants to
prevent is alcohol poisoning
and driving under the influence of alcohol.
All week there will be a
crashed car on the lawn of
the Student Recreational
Center to remind students of
the dangers of drinking and
driving.
The Wellness Connection
has severaI events planned to
inform students ol the dangers of alcohol and to give
students fun alternatives to
See ALCOHOL Page 2

CHPIS1INA MCOINNIS
BARN BURNER:
-.bea
foice on offers,
helping the Falcons to :f ■

Barnes, strong
first half boost
Falcons to win
By Si-.m Shapiro
Assistant Sports Li

towards our goals."

written word, and how

MUNCIE, Ind. — It only took
two minutes and II seconds
for Freddie Barnes to git
open and haul in a 21-yard
touchdown pass From lylei
Sheehan.
One quarter later, he did
it again twice, pulling in a
33-yard pass for the score
and then adding a highlight
reel grab Over a Hall Male
University defender's head in
the back ill the end/one with

the writing process can

nine seconds remaining in

place emphasis on
creative skills | Page 4

Writing proves
beneficial in
many contexts
Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer writes about
the importance of the

the half.
However, while it was
Barnes who celebrated three
times, the mosl important celebration came as the clock hit
zero mi BGSU s second Mid
American Conference win ol
the season, a 31-17 \irtor\ at
Hall State.
"It means a lot.' Barnes said
"Cod has blessed us to get
out and finish these last two

help people evaluate
what they say and how
they say it | Page 4

What is • standard
drink?

Same teams,
different shows

-

Asa result of an

■ nvofV,
i'.../olSO proof hard
In itxir

impressive first half,
the Falcon football

;. ,/„IM,,lt
■ luo^of-l

5

■r of Idffproof I >.<-d

team beat Ball State

games making IIS 2-1 in the
VI \t . and we*re still grinding
I he win kepi die I alcons :i
■1. _'-l MAO hopes ol a MAC
title within reach and effec

trvelj guaranteed winless Hall
Mate ,i -till-.500 record this
season
I in Hall Mate, it's been a
haul tall lor a program that
was ranked as high as No,
I-' in the nation last season
Sim e thru loss in last yeai s

MAC title game, the Cardinals
have now lost nine straight
BGSU all hut locked in the
win eariy, entering halftime
with a 24-0 lead.
I though) the firsi half we
played our best halfoffootball
all year," BGSU coach Davi
Clawson said.
In the first halt. Sheehai
had a tield day through tin
air. not on j finding Barm
FOOTBAL1I

University 34-17; however, the team's performance in the second
half did not meet the
same standards set in
the first | Page 5

CITY
EF
Free H1N1 vaccinations
available today
The Wood County Health Department
will be holding a free HIN1 flu vaccine
clinic today from 1 to 6 pm
The clinic is taking place at the
KiVINSOHNlY

University's Huntington Bank Building,
located at 1851N Research Diive Both
the nasal spray and injectable form o( the

'■■:- V .-.

MARCHING: benioi Matt Koehier (right) leads the Fakon Marching Band down Wooster
Street during (he Homecoming Paiade. Koehlei said being a drum major has helped hirn on
his path to become a high school music teacher

How serious of an issue
do you think drinking
is at the University?

H1N1 vaccine will be available, with limited
supply of the injectable form.
People in the high risk groups include
piegnant women, people who live with oi
care for children younger than 6 months
old. health caie and emeigency medical
services personnel, persons between the

Marching band drum major finds joy
in musical involvement at University
ByTroyChambtrljin
Reporter

ages of 6 months and 24 years old and
people from ages 25 to 64 who are at

KELSEYLAUGHLIN
Freshman.
Early Childhood Education
"Judging by Facebook

higher risk for novel H1NI because ol
chronic health disorders or compromised
immune systems.
Additional clinics will be scheduled as

pictures and seeing

more H1N1 vaccine arrives Due to high

people making fools

demand, the health department is out

of themselves, I'd say

of the seasonal flu vaccine and does not

pretty serious."

expect more until December

| Page 4

b

RIDING:' '0 dtawn carriages tours weie »;iven to gu, ■
the Wood County Historical Museum h' *

Since childhood, music has
always offered drive to one
University drum major.
Senior Man Koehier has 12
years of experience in music and
is currently enjoying his fifth year
as a member of the University
marching band. His enthusiastic
disposition both on the field and
off have made him a well-known
personality on campus, as well
as a source of inspiration for his

fellow band members.
Originally from Louisville,
Ohio, Koehier gained interest in
music from watching his brother
play drums for the high school
marching band. He picked up
the trumpet in the fifth grade
and never looked back.
Following in his brother's footsteps, Koehier joined the marching band upon entering high
school, where his skills continSee BAND | Page 2

Halloween Folklore and Funfest
returns to Bowling Green
By Anthony Phillips

It may have been a cold night,
but that did not stop several
local residents ami college
students from attending this
year's Halloween Folklore

and Funfest
I he I unfesl took place
on the grounds of the Wood
County Historical ("enter and
Museum and has been there
for over a decade, although
many cannot recall when it

started.
Rennell Simrau, the coordinator tor the event, said
I he event was here before she
came to work for the park

district three and a half yean
ago, but she believes the first
Funfest took place about 15
years ago,
"None of us at the park district I have been here since it
started," Simrau said.

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See FUNFEST Page 5
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BLOTTER
Enterprise Street and Merry

THURSDAY,
OCT. 15
8:21 P.M.
ft fonts within the 700th block of
t Napoleon Road were warned for
disorderly conduct loud music.

FRIDAY, OCT. 16
1206 A.M.
Shawn Ctowe. 20. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for assault within the
1000th block of S. Main St.
1216 AM.
Ernest Krauzer Jr., 50. of Toledo.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
unable to care for self and public
II r within the 1000th block of
■in St.
109 A.M.
,~row. 22. of Bowling Green,
was cited for litter in a public place
in Lot 4
1258 A.M.
Joseph Wymer, 31, of North
Baltimore. Ohio, was arrested for

derly conduct loud music.
12:25 AM.
Alex Rickels. 19. of Xenia, Ohio,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
public urination, criminal trespass
and underage under the influence of
alcohol within the 300th block of N
Summit St.
12:43 A.M.
Amanda Lmsky. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for prohibited
acts the use of the ID of another at
the Atlic.
12:45 A.M.
Donald Ring, 22. of Bluffton. was
cited for disorderly conduct urinating
within the 200th block of E. Merry

1:28 A.M.
Courtney Dodd. 19. of Luckey. Ohio,
and Crosby Schemenauer. 19. of
Pemberville. Ohio, were arrested
for underage possession of alcohol:
Cassie Kolando. 19. of Luckey, Ohio
was arrested for open container of
alcohol and underage possession of
alcohol and Lucas Eschenbrenner. 19.
of Gibsonburg. Ohio, was arrested

Avenue
11:55 P.M.
Benjamin Glander. 20. of Hudson,
Ohio, was cited for a nuisance
party: Justin Albright. 21, of
Dayton, was cited for obstructing official business; Marcus B.
Krendl. 19. of Delphos. Ohio, was
arrested for obstructing official
business, underage under the
influence and resisting arrest
and Tyler Jarosz. 19. of Sylvania.
Ohio and Zachariah King. 19, of
Lakeview, Ohio, were cited for
underage possession of alcohol
within the 200th block of N
Enterprise St

SUNDAY, OCT. 19
12:12 A.M.
Shane Mahoney, 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for possession of drug paraphernalia within
the 1500th block of E Wooster
St.
12:24 A.M.
Juvenile was cited for prohibited
acts use of the ID of another at
Uptown/Downtown.

K the Cla-Zel.
for possession of marijuana in Lot 2.
1:30 A.M.
Morrissey, 19. of Middletown.
Ohio, and Alex Nagel. 20. of
Bowling Green were cited for
underage possession of alcohol and
underage under the influence of
alcohol and were warned for criminal
trespass within the 400th block of E
Wooster St
2 05 A.M.
Thomas Dodge. 25. of Powell. Ohio.
was arrested for improper handling
of a firearm in a motor vehicle, possession of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia in Lot 4.
2:29 AM
Two unknown males were warned for
disorderly conduct taunting within
the 100th block of W. Court St.
2:42 AM
Residents within the 700th block of
E. Napoleon Road were warned for
disorderly conduct loud music
3:02 A.M.
Michael Baehren. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol within the
:500th block of Oough St.
3:10 P.M.
iplainant reported smelling
marijuana within the 500th block of
N. Enterprise St.
335 P.M.
■Complainant reported unknown
*ubject(s) picked up her prescriptions for vicodin and Ambien with-

•

J)ut her permission.

SATURDAY,
OCT. 17
12:10 A.M.
Residents within the 900th block of
• hu'stm Ave. were warned for disor-

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

2:40 A.M.
Brandy Dahlgren. 18. of Aurora.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct and underage under the
influence of alcohol within the 300th
block of N. Main St.
3:19 A.M.
Complainant reported loud
music within the 700th block of E.
Napoleon Road
10:48 A.M.
Complainant reported his wallet was
stolen within the 500th block of W.
Poe Road.
1138 AM.
Carla Roe. 34. of Northwood. was
cited for criminal trespass, menacing and criminal mischief within the

12:40 A.M.
Thomas Wiebell. and Alan Plotts.
21, of Bowling Green, were cited
for providing a place for underage consumption and nuisance
party: Gregory Litzenberg. 21, of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
obstructing official business and
for resisting arrest and Alexander
Pidcock, 18. of Sylvania was
arrested for underage under the
influence of alcohol within the
200th block of S. Prospect St.
1:08 A.M.
Juvenile was cited for prohibited
acts use of the I.D. of another at
Uptown/Downtown.
1:27 A.M.
Connor Mccualsky. 20. of Toledo,
was cited for disorderly conduct urinating on the corners of
Prospect and Pike streets.

1000th block of Fairview Ave.
11:52 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown subject attempted to use a fake Social
Security Card within the 1600th
block of E. Wooster St.
3:04 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night unknown subject(s)
kicked both side mirrors, walked on
the top and dented the hood and
driver's side of his vehicle within the
700th block of N. Enterprise St.

1:45 A.M.
Residents within the 500th block
of E. Merry St. were warned for
disorderly conduct.
1:38 A.M.
Shane Durain. 31. of Findlay. was
arrested for aggravated menacing within the 100th block of N.
Mam St.

Damage valued at $700.

2:07 A.M.
Complainant reported loud
music/noise within the 800th
block of E. Wooster St.

9:28 P.M.
Robert Barker. 22. of Bowling Green.
was cited for disorderly conduct
loud noise within the 200th block of

2:26 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
assaulted on the corners of East
Court and North Enterprise

Manville Ave.

Streets.

10:43 P.M.
Daniel Skoglund. 22. of Westlake.
Ohio, was cited for open container of alcohol on the corners of

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

From Page 1
drinking.
Events kick off tonight with
comedian
Matt
Bellace's
performance in the Union
Ballroom at 9 p.m.
According
to
Ginsburg,
Bellace uses humor to illustrate issues concerning the
use and abuse of alcohol.
Also, on Thursday night, the
Student Wellness Connection
will be going to the Main
Street area to hand out water
to people to encourage stay-

FOOTBALL
From I
three scores, but also spreading
the ball around as four Falcons
had at least two catches.
Chris Wright took advantage
of the space that was opened
by Barnes, and hauled in six
catches for 104 yards, including a 43-yard reception that
set up BGSU's second touchdown.
"That's our offense. lOffensivc
coordinator Warren Ruggeriol
calls great plays all the time,"
Barnes said. "At any given point,
anyone could have an opportunity to make plays."
Defensively, BGSII had a very
strong first half as well, as they
only allowed Ball State to gain
128 vards of total offense, and

BAND
From Page 1
tied to develop. He auditioned
to be drum major, the person in charge of leading the
marching band, his sophomore year and was then sent
to attend George Park's Drum
Major Academy: a weeklong
summer program teaching
the skills necessary to be an
effective drum major.
After attending the academy for two summers, koehlcr
became drum major for his
high school hand his senior
year.
Following
high
school,
koehler's passion for music
never subsided. After visiting multiple colleges in
Ohio — with particular interest in BGSU, the University
of Cincinnati and Otierbein
College—he decided on BGSU
for the feel of the campus and
the opportunities it presented
for his musical aspirations.
"It was the atmosphere here,"
Koehler said. "The music program especially attracted me
to BG."
Immediately upon coming
to the University, he declared
his major as Music Education
for both choralists and instrumentalists alike and signed up
for the University marching
band.
After two years of playing

ing hydrated while drinking.
Students who live on campus will be receiving magnets in their mail which have
information about alcohol
awareness, and there will
be new Stall Talks throughout campus dedicated to the
week.
Ginsburg advises students
to prevent high-risk drinking
by avoiding drinking games
and emphasizes the importance of big groups.
"Staying together is very
important for safety reasons
as well as minding one's drink
and not accepting an open

drink from those you do not
know well," Ginsburg said.
Sophomore
Benjamin
Adkins said the best way to
stay safe when drinking is to
"avoid huge parties, and set a
limit to drinking."
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week encourages
students to take action when
a friend has consumed too
much alcohol.
"You don't want to be the
ones who could've helped and
didn't because you were too
scared because you didn't
want to get into trouble,"
Yinglingsaid.

Roger Williams intercepted a
pass in the first quarter.
The Falcon defense made
the Cardinal passing game all
but obsolete as starting quarterback Kelly Page, who left
the game with a thumb injury,
and backup Tanner Justice only
completed 5-of-16 passes.
Ball State's run offense also
had first-half struggles, as running back MiQuale Lewis was
held to 3.5 yards per carry.
While the first half was dominated by the Falcons, the second
half was won by the Cardinals
as their run game brought back
memories of how five other
teams this season have run over
the BGSII defense.
Third-String running back
Fric Wiliams scored twice on
runs of 30 and 2 yards, while
Lewis had 75 yards in the sec-

ond half, making him the fifth
running back to reach the century mark against BGSII this
season.
"I think we let up a little bit,"
defensive end Angelo Magnone
said. "We had a few missed
assignments and they took
advantage of it."
BGSU attempted to run the
ball in the second half as well,
but with a lower level of success than the Cardinals. BGSU
called 15 run plays in the second half, while Shcehan only
attempted 11 passes.
The run game did give BGSU
the cushion they needed, as
Chris Bullock broke free for a
26-yard touchdown run on his
only carry in the game. The run
not only gave BGSU a 24-point
cushion, but it was also the Ion gest running play this season.

trumpet in the band, he was
promoted to drum major at the
beginning of his junior year. Ibis
year is his third holding the title.
"Matt is extremely talented
and has an engaging personality," Marching Band Director
Carol Hayward said. "His energy
is very contagious and the band
picks up on it."
Among other things, it is the
energy with which Koehler delivers his performance that makes
him a standout character. At
games and other events where
lie can be seen leading the band,
his passion is almost palpable.
"Matt Koehler is probably one
of the most energetic people
on the Falcon Marching Band,"
senior
mellophone
player
Catherine Pape said. "He keeps
everyone very involved and
makes everyone keep a positive
attitude.''
Having a good deal of energy
is an important aspect of being a
drum major, Koehler believes.
"The energy that I put into
being a drum major is the energy that I am going to get from
the band in return," he said.
"That then, is what is sent to the
crowd."
Koehlcr believes the effect
music can have on a sporting
event is often overlooked; its role
in the mood of the crowd being
nearly that of the subconscious.
It is from the pride carried on
the notes of an enthusiastic fight
song he says, and other songs
like it. which give Falcon loyals
the courage to wear their orange
and brown boldly at times
when the situation looks grim.
Revitalizing the crowd can have
a reciprocal effect on players

too, and it is the understanding
of this fusion of sport with art
that most interests and inspires
Koehler.
"1 love getting people involved,"
he said. "I try to pump up the
band as much as possible to get
that energy into the stadium."
After
Koehler completes
his role as drum major at the
University, he aspires to teach
high school music, wishing to
work with both choralists and
instrumentalists. His drum
major experience, he said, has
given him the knowledge and
confidence to become a teaching professional and the teaching aspect of the position is one
of its greatest perks.
"One of the most rewarding
parts of being drum major,"
Koehler said, "is seeing the progress of the others in the band."
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Cartwright discusses
budget changes with GSS
By Jason Hanry

moving to a model when' everyone is paying for parking."
Parking fees may also be
strong, vibrant
increased due to Inflationary
institution with a lot concerns and may happen even
if the transportation fee is not
he said.
of opportunity..." passed,
Iwo resolutions were read for
Carol Cartwright | President
the first time; the first opposed
dollars from the capital bud- the transportation fee.
Iteprcseiitative-at-Ijrge Steve
get to the operating budget,"
Cartwright said.
Dinda.oneoflheindividualswho
Cartwright said the University submitted the resolution, said he
plans to increase enrollment by opposed the transportation fee
focusing on a stronger undergrad- because he does not believe the
uate program. This in turn would majority of graduate students use
allow for more resources for the the shuttle regularly.
"We would be fundinga service
graduate program, she said.
"It is not 'cither or.' It is 'both.' where I don't really think we'll
It is 'and,'" she said. "We have to see much benefit from," he said.
The second resolution read
find the right balances."
Following the speech, GSS was in support of a 'hard-waiver'
President Carl Walling updated option for all graduate students.
the assembly on the transpor- According to the resolution, this
tation fee discussed at the last option would give any graduate
student, regardless of national
meeting
"We understand it to be true origin, the right to equally apply
that graduate students may be for a waiver to the University's
asked to pay for their parking in health insurance policy if they
the near future or in the next cou- met the set minimum requireple of years," Walling said. "This ments.
Both resolutions will be disis in response to the University

"We are a very

Reporter

University President Carol
Cartwright spokeattheGraduate
Student Senate meeting on
Friday, recapping what was said
at the State of the University
speech and discussing what this
means for graduate students.
"My main message was that we
are a very strong, vibrant institution with a bt of opportunity in
front of us; we do have some
current realities we need to deal
with," Cartwright said. "Some of
them are very challenging"
Cartwright said due to state
budget reductions, the university will likely see a cut of 8 million dollars for fiscal year 2010
and 2011.
Cartwright also addressed
the concern over new buildings being constructed while
educational programs are being
cut. She said this is because
the funding received for buildings and the funding received
for operation can not be reallocated.
"By law, we can't move those

BACKGROUND MUSIC AT THE MUSEUM
Photos By Ben Lohman

TOP: University faculty member Thomas Rosenkranz
performed Sunday afternoon in the Great Gallery of the
Toledo Museum of Art The performance included the
complete "Vingt Regards sur I'Enfant Jesus" by Olivier
Messiaen

M

BOTTOM: A large group of ait museum visitors enjoy
Rosenkranz performance Sunday afternoon. The piano could
be heard echoing through each room of the museum, allowing visitors to have classical music to classic art.
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From Page 1
Regardless of when it started,
the Halloween Folklore and
Funfest has provided Wood
County families with a night to
dress up and drink some homemade cider.
Jeff Pendell, a Bowling Green
resident and a University grad
alumnus, said his family has
come to the Funfest several years
in the past.
"IThe Funfest] is fun, family
time with lots of things for the
kids to do," Pendell said.
Pendell attended the event
with his wife and two young
daughters.
The Funfest included a nature
tour in a tent, free pumpkins to
color, Scooby Doo movies and
a special section called Booville
with games like ghost bowling
and sack races. Plus, children
could get fake tattoos from volunteers.
"We like the carriage ride and
the games," Pendell said.
The Funfest had two tours:
one was a folklore tour in the
museum and one was a carriage
ride around the grounds.
Pendell said they do not go on
the folklore tours because they
do not seem to be for children.
"They might be interesting for
the parents but not so much for
the kids," Pendell said.
The carriage ride took visitors
around the museum as they
were told about the history of the
museum by University students
who volunteered.
Simrau said the University
gives them several volunteers a
year, phis people come in from all
around Bowling Green to help.
"Without them we could not do
this event," Simrau said.
Simrau said this year they
had several student volunteers
from the Institute of Supply
Management on campus. She
said there were at least 14 students from that alone.
Simrau said the event is not
just put on by the Wood County
Park District.
"It is a joint effort between the
park district and the historical
society," Simrau said. "They do
the tours."
Kelli Kling, from the Historical
Center and Museum, said the
event is actually a park district
event.
'The historical society just sort
of decided at some point, before I
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PRESSING: Charles Hayden (led), of Bowling Green, works with Gaynelle Predmore
(right) turning ihe apple cider press The manually turned press ciusheithe apples to
produce (resh apple cider.

1

got here, 'the park district is hostingthis event on ourgrounds.Wc
could contribute to this event,'"
said Kling.
Kling said the park district
also hosts the carriage rides and
the historical society puts tour
guides on them.
The folklore tours consisted of
a walk through the infirmary and
the Lunatic Asylum, where tour
guides talked about several ghost
stories happening on the grounds.
Many people attended this
event, but the Funfest's numbers
were down from last year.
"(The numbers| were down
probably 400 or so," Simrau said.
"We had about a thousand attend
the event"
Simrau said she does not know

why the numbers were down; for
most of the night there had been
a steady flow of people.
" It started to slow down as soon
as it got dark and cold," Simrau
said.
For Pendell and his family that
did not seem to be a problem.
"It is not as bad as we thought it
would be," Pendell said.
He and his family stayed into
the later hours of the event.
Even though the numbers
were down from last year, there
are a lot more people attending the Halloween Folklore and
Funfest than the first year.
Simrau said she knows the
first Funfest was very small, and
there were only about 50 people
in attendance.

Your Good Name
Social Networking Awareness
& Identity Theft Precautions

Wednesday, October 21,2009
All interested students, faculty, staff,
and community members are invited to attend

BENLOHMAN I THE BG NEWS
CRUSHING: Four-year-old Josie Gizzard, of Bowling Green, throws an apple into the apple
cider press The apple was then crushed and turned into cider for guests to have.

AUDITIONS for 2009-10 ATHLETIC BANDS

Your Events

• Drummers -Thursday, Oct.29
With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!

• Brass,Woodwinds, Bass Guitar - Sunday. Nov. I
Sign up at CMA room 1007 starting Oct. 21
Audition music can be picked up at CMA I0I0 starting Oct. 21
Rehearsals:

CompataWe with Fxebook. Twitter. iCal.
1

Google Calender, and many more New

Sunday, Nov. 8

7:30 - 10:00 PM

Monday, Nov. 16

8:00 - 10:00 PM

Sunday. Nov. 22

7:30 • 10:00 PM

features ate easy and fun to use
All rehearsals are required for participation.

eventful

This presentation is sponsored by the BGSU Information
Security Office/Office of the CIO as part of National
CyberSecurity Awareness Month

Questions: call the Band Office 372-2186

visit us online and post your event <•>
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"[The Wellness Connection] really want[s] to encourage low-risk drinking.'
- Faith Yingling. director of the Wellness Connection, on their goals [see story, pg. 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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How serious of an issue do you think drinking is at the University?
"On a scale of MO.
think it's a 9.73."

k

"It's serious You want to

"The school takes it

be treated Ike a young

more seriously than

health and causes

adult but the school

they need to if you

Have your own take on

trouble on campus."

sees you as a child"

aren't destructive."

today's People On The

CURTIS KACHUR.
Sophomore.
AYA English

ABBY ANDERSON.
Sophomore
Integrated Language Arts

a question? Gwe us your

"It's a big issue It
affects studies and

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
WILLESTES,
Freshman,
Nursing

JORDAN HARDGROW.
Freshman.
Sports Management

Get the most out of
your arguments by
writing them down

feedback at bgviews.com.

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE
•ftSTEMWV.Y0O3vJSrivnS3EO|
TUEjVI.

DINOSAURS DIE OUT?

,
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"I favor the rule
that states, 'No
one speaks twice
Qul dicet docet — whoever
teaches, learns.
During the past few weeks,
the faculty e-mails have
heen abuzz with discussions about Columbus Day
— should we rename it, hold
discussions about how poorly the Europeans treated the
native peoples of the New
World or even celebrate it at
all? A few went into rather
graphic detail about some of
the horrors visited upon the
indigenous people.
Some contributors to the
discussion drew parallels
between the "genocide" of
the natives of the New World
and abortion. This engendered still more discussion.
As i threw my two cents
into the pot. I began to
appreciate one of the oftenoverlooked benefits of email. and the written word
in general, as opposed to a
verbal discussion. When discussing a topic with others,
there's always the danger of
interruption. I favor the rule
that slates. "No one speaks
twice until everyone has spoken once." Unfortunately,
as Shakespeare wrote in
"Hamlet." that courtesy is
"more honored in the breach
than in the observance."
With e-mails or articles,
however, there's an opportunity to assemble thoughts,
concepts and ideas into a logical framework and present
them to others, free of the
interruption of others. In the
process of doing this, the
author can hopefully gain a
greater appreciation of the
written word and the need
to express his or her thoughts
clearly.
In addition, the very process of writing can cause us
to more closely examine not
only how we say things, but
also what we say. On more
than one occasion, I've terminated an e-mail, article or
column because, as I wrote
it, I realized that I hadn't
thought the idea out well
enough to be able to explain
it toothers.
But the greatest advantage
in posting e-mails on a faculty bulletin board is the enormous amount of information
and knowledge that can be
obtained. It is wonderful to
read and share ideas with

until everyone
has spoken once.'
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Unfortunately, as
Shakespeare wrote
in 'Hamlet,' that

University should do more to foster creativity

courtesy is 'more
honored in the

"It's not the least bit negative to think oddly.
Being an oddity isn't a bad thing, because when
a person thinks differently, they stand out."

breach than in the
observance.'"
others who are deeply committed to their beliefs and
are able to articulate them in
a responsible way. I learn so
much from them.
In particular, there is one
individual who took the time
to reply to me personally and
at length about the details
of his specialty, life sciences,
with accuracy and clarity. We
happen to disagree on certain
issues, but 1 came away from
the exchange more informed
and with the feeling that, in
spite of our disagreements,
we could share a beer and
burger together. I certainly
hope that I've treated him
with the same courtesy and
respect that he offered to
me.
Have there been bumps in
the road? Sure. I replied to
one post and used the word
"most," which was not part
of the original e-mail. The
author suggested I reread the
original message. When I did,
it became clear that I had
misinterpreted the message.
Lesson learned: be careful
reading and understanding
the messages. I came away
wiser and am glad the author
took me to task.
So, when a professorassigns
a paper or other writing, view
it as an invitation to sharpen
both your thoughts and your
prose. Red Smith, the Pulitzer
prize-winning sports columnist, once observed, "Writing
is easy. You just open a vein
and bleed."
It's true, but it's well worth
the pain and struggle.

The language and reading
comprehension skillsacquired
at school are important, and
mathematics is invaluable to
any career. But the significantly unnoticed concern I
have with the University is the
relative absence of creativity fostering. Isn't this just as
much of an essential skill for
a student to have as the other
general subjects in our education curriculum?
Cultivating creativity in
students should be among
our greatest ambitions. The
University should concentrate
on it, yet it doesn't.
In almost every general
course I was required to take,
it was only necessary for me to
memorize formulas, absentminded facts and the "correct" unimaginative and predetermined processes to systematically solve methodical
problems.
In response to this thoughtless, disciplined approach to
habitual problem solving, I
propose the University ensure
a significant emphasis be
placed on encouraging creativity skills in every required

general course.
Acclaimed Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget wrote. "The
principle goal of education is
to create men who are capable
of doing new things, not simply of repeating what other
generations have done — men
who are creative, inventive
and discoverers."
The creative mind should
not just be thought of to be
exclusively important to just
the artist, architect, designer, musician, poet or actor.
Professionals in every field are
required to have innovative
ideas and the ability to think
of issues and problems in a
different, imaginative light.
Entrepreneurs are required
to have uncommonly distinctive ideas to make their businesses stand out. Politicians
run into problems that have
never been solved on the same
level they were created and
must diversify the way they
think. And even for the sociologists, creative thinking helps
with performing distinguishing and unique research and
opens up more ways to solve
arduous problems.

In the professional world,
no longer do skilled young
employees need to spend years
climbing the corporate ladder
in order to become successful.
Businesses are now realizing
the full potential of the creative employee and meet their
innovative ideas with affluent
compensations.
It's not the least bit negative
to think oddly. Being an oddity isn't a bad thing, because
when a person thinks differently, they stand out.
This is exactly the type of
creative consideration the
University should take in order
to guarantee that students
become prominent individuals in the workplace.
Encouraging unique, creative thinking would be a
great achievement for the
University, but it also needs to
create an atmosphere where
imaginative and sometimes
strange ideas are welcome.
The common general public
can be very harsh to those creative individuals who think
differently.
I imagine the first Homoerectus must have really been

an outsider — being able to
create and use sophisticated
toolsand apply reasoningskills
to obtain food. He surely was a
strange creature to others.
It is important to make certain that students are encouraged to be creative and that
their creative ideas won't be
ill-treated.
Some may disagree with me
and argue that the University
doesn't need to focus on educating students to be creative,
that it is more important for
students to be better workers
than creative thinkers.
To acknowledge this, I agree
that a certain number of mundane classes that teach indisputable and unquestionable
facts are necessary and that
creative skills aren't the only
ones to foster.
Nonetheless, in addition to
this way of teaching, a great
deal of emphasis needs to
be placed on promoting the
usage of these facts with
purely imaginative and creative thought. Our society
would greatly benefit from
more independent creative
thinkers than mindless working followers, play-it-safers
and everyday hostages of the
familiar.
Respond to Matt at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section
is looking for more people like you to write columns and
illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Respond to Phil at
tlieneuis@bgneius.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINAPOTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

KATE SNYDER, MANAGING EDITOR
BECKY TENER, CAMPUS EDITOR
ELLA FOWLER, CITY EDITOR
JEFF H0UNSHEL COPY CHIEF
TAYLOR RICHTER. DESIGN EDITOR
ALAJNABUZAS. PHOTO EDITOR

ARCHIVES
Miss something?
articles and colun
since 2000.

HEATHER UNDER. PULSE EDITOR
HANNAH SPARLING.IN FOCUS EDITOR
ANDYOURIELSPECIALSECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU. WEB EDITOR
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS.MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

ANDREW HARNER.SP0RTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDUN. FORUM EDITOR

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessanly
reflect the view of The BG News
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SIDELINES

Women's
soccer keeps
playoff
hopes alive

FALCONS 31 I 17 CARDINALS

By Angalo Valotta
Reporter

CROSSCOUNTRY
BG squads run in
Falcon Invite
The BG men's and women's
cross country ran in the
Falcon Invite this weekend.
The women's team gained
some momentum with a
first-place finish while the
men's squad struggled, finishing 11th. Both teams will
now prepare for the MAC
Championships on Oct. 31.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
vrtfw.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section

CHRISTINA MCOINNIS 'HE BT-NEWS
ONCE AGAIN: Senior receiver Freddie Barnes had another slrong game, gaining I60 yards on 10 receptions and catching three touchdowns All three came in the first half

has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in game updates.
www.twKttr.com/bgnews5ports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1991-Rhode Island beats
Maine 52-30 in a six overtime
game, the longest in college
football history.
1981—The Los Angeles
Dodgers top the Montreal
Expos for the National
League pennant.

Tale of the two halves
Falcons were a different team after halftime Saturday
By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

MUNCIE, Ind. — None of
the players or coaches on the
Falcon football team are disappointed that the team won
Saturday, but they may be a bit
disappointed in how they won.
After accumulating 324
yards of total offense and holding Ball State scoreless in the

first half, the Falcon defense
squandered nearly the same
amount of yards and the
offense was held to just 131
yards in the second half of a
31-17 win.
"I'm a little disappointed in
the second half; that we didn't
finish it," said first-year BG
coach Dave Clawson. "We let
them back in the game (by!
running the same plays that

we were stopping in the first
half."
Many of those plays went
to MiQuale Lewis, Ball State's
star running back, and Fric
Williams, a true freshman and
Lewis' backup. Combined, the
pair carried the ball 16 times
for 160 yards in the second
half.
In the first half. Lewis and
Williams were held to 43 yards

on 11 carries.

"We were flat the first quarter, and we did not expect that,"
said first-year Ball State coach
Stan Parrish. "If 1 knew why, I
would correct it."
Offensively, the Falcons
were efficient throughout the
entire first half, averaging
See NOTES I Page 6

A 5-9-3 mark doesn't sound
like a playoff record, but
this weekend, BG's women's
soccer team
played stifling
defenseforcing
two shutouts
while keeping
their playoff
hopes aiive.
They only
won one as Keely
Friday's game
Chandler
against Kent
State ended Scored the
up in a double- lone goal for
overtime draw the Falcons
but nonetheless against
the team didn't
allow any goals Buffalo
on the weekend after beating Buffalo 1-0
yesterday.
The Falcons had their chances to score against Kent, but
just couldn't get it done.
With 32 minutes left in the
second half. Alyssa Zuccaro
seemed to be poised to score
on a breakaway and clear shot
at goal, but the Falcons were
waved down with a penalty.
"1 was frustrated because our
team pushes though balls, and
that call was bad,'' Zuccaro
said. "It was game changing."
Coach Andy Richards just
kept shaking his head and
agreed.
"That's the epitome of our
season," he said. "It was a
completely bogus call. It was
a great game [though]. Every
ounce of energy was in from
the players."
Especially from the defenders.
The defense made a plethora
of plays around the goal that
were scrappy, but prevented
more shots on goal for the
Golden Flashes. That coupled
with an excellent in-goal performance by Alexa Arsenault
allowed Richards' team to stay
in the game and come out with
a tie.
BG headed backtoCochrane
Stadium yesterday afternoon,
and freshman Keely Chandler
See SOCCER | Page 6

1933-The Berlin Olympic
committee votes to include
basketball in the 1936 games.

Netters break losing streak but can't
sweep MAC opponents on weekend

The List
It was an action-packed weekend in BG sports with almost
every team in action. Here are

By Chris Sojka
Reporter

the top five moments from
the weekend:
1. Football: BG recorded
its second straight road win
after downing Ball State 31-17.
Freddie Barnes had 10 receptions for 160 yards and three
ENOCH WU

touchdowns.

THE 8C NEWS

HAD A BAD DAY: A frustrated coach Dennis Williams told his team after the game that

2. Hockey: The hockey

there would be positional tryouts this week in practice after his team lost 7-2 Friday.

team was clobbered in an
exhibition against the U.S.
Under-18 national team.

Williams changing policy

Coach Dennis Williams is
expected to make some
changes this week.

3. Volleyball: The
Falcons ended an 11-game

following blowout loss
By Jason Jonas
Reporter

losing streak with a win
against Eastern Michigan.
Coach Denise Van DeWalle
said it felt like the team had a
MAC title

4. Women's soccer:
The women's soccer team
made their final homestand
matter as they played to a
draw against Kent State and a
win against Buffalo.

5. Men s soccer BG
beat Buffalo 4-3 on the road
in Cameron Hepple's return
from injury.

First-year coach Dennis Williams
said no one's starting position on
the Falcon hockey team is safe
after a lackluster effort in Friday's
7-2 exhibition loss to the U.S.
National Under-18 Team.
"It wasn't so much that the loss
bothers me, but it was our team
effort that hurts more," Williams
said. "We're going to go back to
the drawing board and I told
them after the game, 'you've got
tryouts this week.'"
Williams also said no player Is
above the name on the front of
their jersey, saying being a member of the team does not mean
a player has a right to wear a
Falcons jersey.
"It's not a right to put that jersey
on," Williams said. "You don't get
to put on the Bowling Green jer-

"It wasn't so much
that the loss bothers
me, but it was our
team effort that
hurts more."
Dennis Williams | Coach

sey just because you're here. Your
only right is your education you
got here, and you have to work
and work and have honor to put
that Ijerseyl on.
"It just doesn't come because
you're recruited here to be a
Bowling Green hockey player.
Unless you go to the wall for everybody out there and compete hard,
See CHANGES I Page 6

For Alex Zlabis, it was plain and
simple this weekend.
She just wanted to win.
Zlabis had a career-high 27
digs Friday and helped the vol
leyball team snap an 11-match
losing streak, beating Eastern
Michigan in five sets, 17-25. 2520,25-18,17-25.15-8atAndcrson
Arena.
The Falcons (8-15, 1-7 MidAmerican Conference) hoped
to take their momentum from
Friday into Saturday's match,
but came up short to an athletic
Central Michigan team.
The players and coaches were
all smiles Friday after their first
MAC win of the season.
"It felt awesome," Zlabis said
"We really played well as a team

H

Kaitlin

i^Tfc

Jackson
Had 33 total kills
against Eastern and
Central Michigan

W
'^M
■" iW
^L i M^
Rl^^.

Shari
Luther
The senior had 17
kills in a win against
Eastern Michigan

and everyone did their job. Not month.
one person carried the team. It
"I can't describe the feeling. It
was a real team effort."
was like we won the MAC title or
Five of BG's players finished something," Van De Walle said.
with at least 10 kills and four had "It was awesome. The match
at least 10 digs. Kaitlin Jackson meant a lot to us. 1 thought we
and Shari Luther led the team played really well in the fifth
with 17 kills each, while Noelle game, and that's what you realSpitler added a career-high 11.
ly need."
Ashley Herzberg had a
The Falcons posted 89 digs,
career-high 16 digs, and Allison seven aces and 6.5 blocks in the
Kearney had a career day. too, match. In the three sets they
with 59 assists.
won, they hit the ball well, postCoach Denise Van De Walle
See NETTERS | Page 8
couldn't have been happier
after the first victory in over a

Men's soccer wins road shootout at Buffalo
ByJohnLopai

head coach look like a genius, as
"It's really exciting to have
the Falcons scored the game- Cameron back," Lawrence said
winning goal in blustery Buffalo, "1 don't know if he is 100 percent,
A few tactical changes to the line- giving BG a 4-3 win.
but he brings a new dynamic with
up, and the return of the team's
Hepple, who has been ham- his explosiveness. It wouldn't sur
leader in points were enough pered by a groin injury, was prise me if we keep doing it."
to give the Falcon men's soccer happy to add the scoring touch
Lawrence got the scoring
team its first victory in 46 days.
the Falcons desperately missed started in the 31st minute, as the
Coach Eric Nichols took a risk the last four games.
senior hit a volley past the keeper
with his lineup, moving senior
"It was great," Hepple said. from 8 yards out.
co-captain lacob Lawrence from "After being out for a month and
The goal, which came off a cordefender to forward, while decid- then come back it let out a lot of ner kick, was Lawrence's first of
ing to play Cameron Hepple for frustration, it felt good."
the season.
the first time in three weeks 10
Despite scoring two goals of
"I had alot of fun playing up top.
minutes before kickoff.
his own, Lawrence keyed in on
WIN
Four goals and 90 minutes the importance of having Hepple
later, thetwomadetheirfirst year back in the lineup.
Reporter
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Down a few swimmers, Falcons
still break records at Stubbs
By Andrew HarrMr
Sports Editor

RYANPIIIOG
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INJURY: Sophomore center Ben BojKic suffered a fight knee injury against Bell State. His status is unknown at this time

NOTES
From Page 5

8.3 yards per play. As has been
the case for the Falcons nearly
every game this season, seniors
quarterback Tyler Sheehan and
receiver Freddie Barnes led the
charge.
Sheehan was 21-30 for 299
yards and three touchdowns,
which all went to Barnes, who
had eight receptions for 140
yards.
"In the first half, we played
our best half of football the
whole year," Clawson said. "I
thought that's probably as good
as we've looked on defense, and
on offense, we were sharp."

Injuries
The Halcons suffered many
injuries In Saturday's game
- most significantly to the offensive line.
Senior left tackle Brady
Minturn did not play the second half and sophomore center
Ben Bojicic was injured in the

third quarter, forcing Clawson
to shift several players on the
line.
Blaec Walker played in place
of Minturn while left guard
Shane Steffy filled in at center.
"That's why we went under
center a little bit more," Clawson
said. "At that point with the lead,
we just wanted to eliminate
negative plays."
Defensive lineman Kevin
Alvarado and safety Keith
Morgan also had to be helped
off the field at times during the
game.
Announcements on their statuses will be announced later
this week.

Barnes
Barnes continues to lead the
nation in receptions with 85
and receiving yards with 882.
He is now also in a tie for the
lead in receiving touchdowns
with eight.
He has almost broken the
University's
single-season
reception record, which is 99
and is six receptions from set-

The Falcons had a chance
for many more goals though.
There were plenty of opportuFrom Paqe 5
nities to really drive Buffalo into
scored BG's only goal against the ground, but the team didn't
capitalize on them. Instead, the
Buffalo.
"It feels really good, and it's kicks were too soft when they
about time for another goal," needed a hard punt, and too
Chandler said. "We need to hard when they needed a light
build on more momentum and touch.
"We felt it should have been
keep on winning."

SOCCER

ting a new record for career
receptions (currently 232, held
by Charles Sharon).
"I still have a lot of work to do
and improve as the season goes
along," Barnes said.
A selection committee will
meet this week to determine
the semi-finalists for the Fred
Biletnikoff Award, which is
given to the nation's best wide
receiver at season's end. There
is a good chance Barnes will
be included among those semifinalists.

Long run
Chris Bullock scored in the
third quarter on a 26-yard
touchdown run. That run was
the longest rushing play of the
season for the Falcons.

Career bests
Freshman kicker Jerry
Phillips booted a career-long 44yard field goal, junior defensive
lineman Darius Smith recorded
a career-high eight tackles and
Morgan had a career-best 11
tackles.
more," Richards said. "The
longer it's 1-0, the more you
encourage them. It's something
we need to practice. We need
that killer instinct."
The Falcons played their
final home games of the season
and travel to both Central and
Eastern Michigan this upcoming weekend looking to keep
alive playoff hopes.

HPV Fact:
The treatment
for genital warts
can be a painful
process and can
involve cutting,
freezing, or
burning
the warts.
There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

A seemingly team-wide flu bug
didn't stop the Falcon swimming team from singing a rendition of "Ay-Ziggy-Zoomba" after
a successful Tom Stubbs Relays
Friday.
Minus a few swimmers for the
exhibition — including standout Sarah Burston — the team
still broke meet records in the
200-yard medley relay (1:46.16)
and the 300-yard breaststroke
relay (3:19.41). The old records
in those events were 1:47.65 and
3:20.37, respectively.
"We're still battling Iwith
healthl," coach Keri Buff said.
"So we took this as a good opportunity to train."
The team's times in the 400yard medley relay (3:56.57) and
the 200-yard freestyle relay
(1:38.48) were also better than
the previous meet records, but
BG finished second in both
events.
In the 200-freestyle, the
Falcons narrowly lost to Akron
by .05 seconds. As the team
watched the final leg, there was
hope BG would pull out a win.
"We were hoping," Buff said.
"Obviously you never want to
lose a close one."
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TIME IN THE POOL BG's lone senior Meg Richardson swam in seven relays Friday and is
expected to lead the Falcons this season

The team made up for the
tight finish in the final event of
the meet — the 500-yard freestyle relay — which they won by
more than seven seconds. Ten
swimmers each swam 50 yards
in that event, and Buff said it was
a credit to her team's depth they
were able to finish so well.
Part of her team's depth
includes senior Meg Richardson
— who swam in seven of the 11
relays Friday night and is expected to continue finding success
all season.
"Meg Richardson is scary to
all the other IMid-American

Conference!
competition
because she's confident and
smart," Buffsaid. "She's going to
do some damage this year."
That damage may begin
Oct. 30 when the Falcons open
the MAC season at Eastern
Michigan.
And with the preseason almost
behind them, Buffsaid the team
is ready for the real challenge
— preparing for a MAC championship.
"I still think we have work to
do," Buff said. "It's a tight team,
and I think they're ready for the
challenge."

Men's golf competing on tough course
By Christopher Rambo

hJBBH
^V
P«tfH
The BG men's golf team will
^^Mffl|
begin the home stretch of their
J |
fall season today in Dayton jP?
Reporter

when they tee it up in the Flyer
Invitational hosted by the
University of Dayton.
After a sixth place finish at the
Bearcat Invitational, the Falcons
were hoping to get a solid week of
practice under their belts before
heading down to Dayton. What
they got instead, were three days
of rain-soaked conditions that
kept the team off the course
until Saturday.
"Mother Nature was kind of
working against us all week,"
said coach Garry Winger. "We
did not get out nearly as much as
I wanted. We finally were able to
practice in BG on Saturday, and
we played a practice round in
Dayton on Sunday."
The lack of practice time will
make the task of solving historic
NCR Country Club even more
difficult. NCR is one of the most
prestigious golf courses in the
state of Ohio. It has played host
to tournaments such as the 2005

Drew
Preston
Has won one
tournament this
season

U.S. Senior Open.
This week's tournament will
be conducted on NCR's south
course, which plays to a par of
71 and measures 6,824 yards in
length. Many of the fairways
and greens are framed by thick,
dense rough, which spells trouble for those who are not spot-on
ball strikers.
"NCR is an absolutely beautiful place to play golf," Winger
said. "It is definitely the most
difficult course we have played
so far this year. To be successful
here you just have to be very precise and hit a bunch of fairways
and greens."
There are a couple Falcons,
however, who have some idea of
what to expect this week.
lohn Powers and Matt
Schneider each competed at
NCR as freshmen in the spring
of 2007. Schneider finished 27th,

JiM^rt John
T'^B Powers
4M**^V Won the last
time he played at
!+\-*fl
^^^r^ Dayton's course
while Powers captured his first
collegiate title with rounds of
76-79-71.
"It's very exciting for John to
be able to come back to a course
that he has previously won on;
that's something that doesn't
happen very often," Winger said.
Some notables from the 18team field include Ball State,
Ohio State and Toledo.
The Rockets, Southern Illinois,
and Malone University are
the only teams in the field the
Falcons have yet to face this year.
"Toledo, SIU, and Malone are
all very strong teams," Winger
said. "As a whole, the field is very
solid. It should be an exciting
week."
The 36-hole action will begin
this morning with a 10 a.m. shotgun start, with the final 18 to
begin at the same time tomorrow.

ENOCH WU I THE 66 NEWS

ONE OF TWO: Senior captain Kyle Page scored one of the Fakons' two goals in their loss to the US. Under-18 team

CHANGES
From Page 6

that's when you get to wear that
jersey. That was my challenge to
them after the game."
USA got the scoring started
early in the first period with a
blue line goal from Justin 1 an Ik:
Bill Arnold would score a goal on
a power play minutes later and
Bryan Rust would add another
goal in the period's closing minutes, giving U.SA a 3-0 after one
period.
The Falcons didn't fare any better in the second period either, as
U.SA's Luke Moffatt knocked in
a rebound goal less than three
and a half minutes into the period. Immediately following the
game's fourth goal, starting goalie
Andrew Hammond was yanked,
and replaced by Nick Eno.
'The goaltending was just OK,"
Williams said.
Eno would give up what
Williams described as a fluke
goal to U.SA's Nick Shore later

(

"We're going to go back to the drawing
board and I told them after the game,
'you've got tryouts this week.'"
Dennis Williams I Coach
in the period when his shot rico- nursing a head injury he suscheted off the skates of a Falcon tained in the team's first exhistanding in front of the net.
bition game against Wilfred
Eno would give up another goal Laurier.
in the third period and would fin"We need David back," Williams
ish the night with 17 saves before said. "He's a big punch for us up
being relieved by Phil Greer with front, but I don't want to push
less than four minutes to play.
him."
On an extended power play in
Even with a disappointing perthe latter part of the third period, formance and a strong message
the Falcons were able to get on from their coach, the Falcons
the board with a 5-on-3 goal from seemed eager to show they can
Kyle Page, and a 5-on-4 goal from move on quickly. Williams cited
Andrew Krekrve.
that the team is still 0-0-0 in
"Our execution was off, espe- the Central Collegiate Hockey
cially at the blue line," Page said. Association, and Page is already
"We have to get the puck in and looking ahead to the week of
out"
practice.
Absent from the game was the
"We have a workout tomorrow
one of the team's best offensive morning," Page said. "The clock
weapons, David Sohvay.
turns at midnight, and we've got
Solway sat high above the ice, Providence coming."

SPORTS
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BG cross country runs at home
Conger becomes fifth runner to finish first for the
women's team this season as they win Falcon Invite
By Brad Frank
Reporter

BG's women's cross country
team has had a different runner
finish first in all five of its meets
this season.
This weekend, it was Heather
Conger's turn as she finished in
third place overall with a time
of 22:15, leading BG to victory
at the 6k Falcon Invite Saturday.
Conger's time was the thirdfastest in school history at home
and 14th-fastest all-time in any
6K meet for a Falcon runner.
Last month, the junior
was held out of BG's first
home meet this season due
to illness, and is just now
returning to full strength in
time for the Mid-American
Conference Championships
in two weeks.
Five other Falcons placed in
the top 20, as BG scored the
team victory in its second and
final home meet of the season.
The first six Falcons to finish all
ran within 40 seconds of each
other.
The five other Falcons inside
the top 20 were Carly Wells,
Sally Kandie, Barbara Powers,
Abby Koch and Andrea Pereira
de Almeida.
BG won by a narrow margin of
six points over Kent State, a late
entry into Saturday's field as a
result of a cancellation Friday at
Penn State because of snow.
Among other MAC teams to
compete, Buffalo placed fifth
and Eastern Michigan, which
split its squad between two different meets Saturday, finished
10th.
In a tough field, coach Cami
Wells was happy with the effort
the women snowed to come out
with a win.
"It was certainly a battle all
the way throughout the meet,
and we got off to a good start,"
she said.
Entering the race Wells wanted to see some aggression from
the team in the final third of
the race. She said that was the
area the team needed to focus
on in order to have a good race

Times from the Falcon
Invite:
'Heather Conger 22:15
*Carly Wells 22:31
'Sally Kandie 22:44
•Barbara Powers 22:47
*Abby Koch 22:51
'Andrea Pereira De
Almeida 22:55
'Autumn Dettmann
23:35
'Megan Kelsey 23:51
'Ashley Fischer 24:08
"Taylor Stichter 24:26
'Courtney Krummert
25:02

Saturday.
The team was in good position after both the first and second miles and was able to fight
off Kent State for the win in the
final third of the race.
"We had to work hard that
third mile and on to maintain
the lead over Kent State," Wells
said.
The win slings the team into
the MAC Championships with
momentum.
"They have to continue to
work together to continue the
momentum going into the conference meet, ready once again
to give our best effort and stay
focused on really working hard
the whole race." Wells said.
"Now is really the time when
we have to be on top of our
game. It only gets tougher now
in terms of the competition
and the importance of the
meet."
Last year BG was disappointed with a fifth-place finish at
the MAC Championships. The
goal all along this season has
been improving on that finish.
Wells believes a top-three finish
is well within reach.
"On that day, we certainly have
the potential to put ourselves in
position to place higher than
last year," Wells said. "|A topthree finishl is certainly not out
ofreachforus."
The MAC Championships are
Oct. 31 at Ohio University.

Motivated men's team now looking ahead to
Mid-American Conference championships
By Brad Frank
Reporter

Motivation in sports can
come from a variety of sources.
For BG's men's cross country team, a disappointing
llth-place finish Saturday at
the 8K Falcon Invite will serve
as their motivation heading into the Mid-American
Conference Championships
in two weeks.
BG had some momentum carrying over from the
All-Ohio
Championships
two weeks ago, but now the
Falcons must rebound and
use Saturday's meet as motivation to improve on its 200H
last-place finish at the MAC
Championships.
Fellow MAC members Kent
State and Akron were late additions to the field because their
meet Friday at Penn State was
canceled due to snow.
Kent State won the race
with five runners in the top
15. Eastern Michigan placed
fourth, and Akron placed
eighth.
Chris Moody finished 34th
overall with a time of 25:57.
The junior has led BG in every
meet this season. Freshman
lason Salyer placed 42nd and
has placed second on the team
in every meet.
lesse Smuda recorded an 8K
personal best with a time of
26:40, which was good enough
for 61 St.
"lesse Smuda continues to
improve throughout the season," said coach Cami Wells.
"He's been really consistent for
us in our three spot and was
closer to our top two runners
[Saturdayl."
Wells thought a finish
outside of the top-half of
the field was disappointing
though.
"With the men's team overall
that was certainly not one of
our better team performances,"
she said. "We didn't step up to
the challenge and put forth our
best effort ISaturdayl."

2

6 3 5
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Times from the Falcon
Invite:

7

'Chris Moody 25:57
'Jason Salyer 26:07
'Jesse Smuda 26:40
'Johnstone Kirui 27:15
'Ben Leininger 27:42
'Abraham Busienei
27:49
•Peter Miles 28:08
'John Bernard 28:09
*Jeff Ehler 28:32
'Erik Kuehner 30:49

The field was tough and the
weather wasn't ideal with cold
temperatures and some wind.
But, as Wells noted, BG has
faced a lot of tough competition all season and still survived.
"There was good competition ISaturdayl but there has
been all year," she said. "So
that was disappointing not lo
take advantage of our opportunities."
Coming off of the All-Ohio
Championships two weeks
ago, Wells wanted to see some
improvement from the team
behind its top three runners.
BG did make steps in the
right direction there, but aside
from Smuda, Wells said the
team lacked aggression overall.
"There was some improvement. Certainly there's some
things we need to work on
to make the improvements,"
Wellssaid. "That doesn't negate
all the hard work they've put
into the season."
Heading into the MAC
Championships at the end
of the month. Wells wants
the team to return to what
it looked like at the All-Ohio
Championships.
"They just have to be more
aggressive in the race and stay
stronger all the way throughout."
BG will compete in the
MAC Championships, hosted
by Ohio University, on Oct.
31.
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so that every row, column
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Falcon rugby stays undefeated with win against Indiana
ByCJWatton
Reporter

Fly half Nick Viviani's foot came
up big for the Falcon rugby team
Saturday, proving why he is one
of the top fly halfs in the Midwest.
Viviani scored 16 points off of
four penalty kicks and had two
conversions as BG held off Big Ten
foe Indiana, 31-21.
This would be the theme of the
game for BG as individual efforts
put the Falcons over the top in
this contest.
"As a team I don't think we
really did what we needed to
do," said coach Tony Mazzarella.
"There were a lot of great individual efforts... Nick's kicking really
kept us in this game."
Indiana came out and played
a tough, physical brand of rugby
from the start which proved to be
problematic for the Falcons.
"They knew our strengths and
tried to shut them down immediately," Viviani said. "They would
slow down the speed of play and
not let us get it wide and use our

who scooted around the edgeand
speed against them."
past defenders as he broke off a
His coach agreed.
"They took a physical approach deep run to score a try, giving BG
to the game," Mazzarella said. a 24-21 lead. This would prove to
"Unfortunately, we didn't come be the only score BG needed, but
out and play as physical as we they weren't done there. Fly half
could. They really disrupted what Alex Hughes capped off the game
we were trying to do, and I think scoring on a deep run from 35
they took the physical part of the meters, breaking through tackles
game away from us and used it to to score five for the Falcons.
Despite the win, there are a lot
their advantage."
Flanker Mark Viviani scored of things the Falcons need to work
the opening try for the Falcons on for the weeks that lie ahead:
as he rumbled past IU defenders playing physical at all times was
en route to five points. Indiana one of Mazzarella's main points.
"Overthe next two weeks we will
would take charge and score
the next two tries to extend their be playing teams that are slightly
lead to 14-5. later was when Nick bigger than us especially in the
Viviani got into the mix as he forward position," Mazzarella
scored on four straight penalty said. "We definitely need to make
kicks allowing BG to re-take the sure we work on that."
Nick Viviani also agrees that
lead, 17-14.
Indiana would catch a lucky the team has work to do in the
break as they scored off of a upcoming weeks.
"We need to change are intensidropped pass that skipped past
BG players and was recovered for ty during the game," Viviani said.
a try that would catapult them "Once the games starts, we have to
be relentless the entire game. We
back into the lead, 21-17.
The Falcons went back to their have to limit the mistakes during
go-to-guy, wing Rocco Mauer, the course of the game."

WIN
From Page 5

its something I did when I was
younger," Lawrence said. "It was
really nice scoring, especially
since we have not scored in three
games."
Nichols said he was pleased
he changed Lawrence's role for
Friday's game.
"lacob's versatility sets him
apart, and his skill set up front is
different," Nichols said. "It makes
us a different team."
The Bulls then scored two
unanswered goals to take a 2-1
lead, but the game started to
shift the Falcons' way. Hepplc
BEMHUU I THE 8G NEW
then showed why, when healthy, SWITCH: Senior Jacob Lawrence (27) switched positions and it p*d off for the falcons as
he is one of the Mid-American he scored his firsl goal of the season in a 4-3 win against Buffalo
Conference's most feared players.
After scoring from 15 yards to give the Falcons the lead with minutes later.
As the game sped up with both
out to level the score, the senior 14 minutes remaining.
"We all know Cameron is a great teams looking for a game winner,
took it upon himself to give the
soccer player, but what we saw I-awrence sent the crowd home
Falcons a lead.
After collecting the ball 30 last night was special and dif- stunned as he converted the
yards out, Hepple used his pace ferent," Nichols said. "The cour- game-winner.
"I couldn't be happier and more
to beat one defender before fak- age, toughness and tenacity he
ing a shot to get passed the sec- showed was something special." proud of our effort," Nichols said.
The lead was short lived "We showed the drive to play for
ond. One on one with the keeper,
Hepple slotted home a low shot though, as the Bulls scored three a win."

Registration
Go to: mybgsu.edu
1. select > student center
2. select > add a class
3. enroll in classes

nsi

Oct 19

Graduate Students

Oct 21

Non-Degree Graduate Students

Oct 27

Seniors

Oct 29

Juniors

Nov 10

Sophomores

Nov 12

Freshmen

Nov 16

Guest Students

419-372-4444
8am to 5pm M
access ivwytMnf
riattM^SMeal
tbeMyBGSU port*
CM

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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Women's golf team mentally
focused for next tourney
By Morgan Carlion
Reporter

brought to you by

not other teams and other players."
Susannah Grunden I Golfer
not other teams and other players."
With only two tournaments
left in their fall season, the
women are prepared to put In
a lot of time and effort to prove
themselves on the course. One
of liG's top scorers from last
weekend, Paula Uil'rancesco.
said the women have been
focusing on their mental game
and are hoping to improve their
scores today.
"We're going to put a lot of
time in." Dil-rancesco said.

NETTERS
From Page 5

CHPISIINA MCGINNIS

"HtBGNEWS

CAREER DAY: Alew Zlabis had a career-

high 27 Us Friday

tered.
CMU got back-to-back kills
and then a pair of .ices, making
it 24-23. After a BG attack error
tied the set at 24, CMU found
a way to get two more kills to
win the set, which finished off a
seven-point run.

"We'll play some rounds, and
each of us have specific things
we'd like to work on."
After last weekend, Grunden
continues to be on pace to break
the school record for per-round
average, improving it to 77.91.
In her first tournament of the
season last week. Dil'rancesco
carded the second highest score
of the day, trailing Grunden.
"We all went out there to
put solid scores together,"
DiFrancesco said. "We stayed
focused and played our game."

BG came out of the locker
room ready to go for the third
set. The team hit a .297 to pull
out a hard-fought 25-23 win.
Kaitlin lackson ended up
with a team-high 16 kills for the
Falcons, Domek added 11 and
l.uther posted 10. Zlabis had
another great night digging the
ball, with 18 digs and lackson
posted 15, for a double-double.
Van DeWalle didn't think her
team executed very well.
"1 expected a little bit more
from us, I really did," she said.
"I never expected our passing
to be as off as it was. When we
dropped that second game it
came down to poor communication and poor execution.
"We get a good four-point lead,
and we're about to close out a
set against a very good Central
team and I never wanted passing to be the reason why. Our
passing broke down and it
made it extremely difficult to
put the ball away."
The Falcons will have a week
of practice before heading to
Muncie, Ind. and Toledo this
coming weekend.

HPV Fact:
Even after
treatment,
genital warts
can come back.
In fact,
25% of cases
come back
within 3 months.
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game right. We need to remember
we're competing against the course,

weekastheypreparedfortoday's
and tomorrow's University
of Dayton Fall Invitational in
Kettering.

ing .238, .294 and .321 attack
percentages.
Saturday. BG had a challenging time holding onto the lead
when the) had it — something
that has been their biggest
struggle this season.
Luther can't figure it out.
"1 really don't know," she said.
"Part of it might be that we're
inexperienced. We seem to gel
leads and be right with a team,
but we can't hang onto it and
then they pull away.
"Central was a tough serving
team, and when we needed
to kill a ball, we couldn't do
it. When you have a lead, we
should be playing more comfortable and laid back, so I don't
know what's happening."'
The Chippewas won the
opening set, but the Falcons
came out strong in the second.
It looked like they were going to
pick up the win when they lead
24-19, but again, had trouble
putting balls away when it mat-

The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR

"I believe we need to practice and
stay focused but also get our mental

The BG women's golf team was
on the same page mentally last

On their first day of competition at last weekend's MidAmerican Conference Preview,
the women were in last place
out of 16 teams, hut the Falcons
were able to move up a few places by the end of competition.
But after finishing in 14th
place last week, the women
say they are prepared to work
hard this week to get their game
back.
"I believe we need to practice
and stay focused but also get
our mental game right,'' said
freshman Susannah Grunden.
"We need to remember we're
competing against the course.
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■Your Blogs

Ihe BO Newt will not knowingly accept
advertise nenii that discriminate, or
mi iHiuKc discrimination against any Individual or group on the baite o( race. te«.
rolor freer), religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, uatm M a veteran.
or on the basi* of any other legally protected stain-.

■Your Stories
•You' Community
■You' News
■Your Views

STUDENT WORK
S14.25 base-appt, Ilex hours.
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18+,
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

For Rent

Visit Youf Community @

BGVIEWS.com
Travel
Spring Break1 Unlimited) Pay 1 Price'
FREE!'! All DAY AND ALL NIGHT
Free meals. Free drinks, Free covers
"CAN YOU HANDLE IT"
DONT PLAN ON SLEEPING!
www sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
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Wanted
Need CASH lor your GUITAR,
BANJO, BASS or MANDOLIN
that you don't play anymore?
Contact me at e-mail:
garbonzoguitars@yahoo com

Pouncfe o/

2 bdrm apt low as 499 00.
2 blocks Ir univ, also 1/1/10 - 2 apts.
Ett * Rms low as $225
Cartyrentals.com/ 419-353-0325.
All new kitch cabs S tile floors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm S450/mo Call 419-654-5716
Apt. avail, immediately, 1 -4 people,
sub-lease to 4/30/10. near BGSU.
$470/mo, call 419-271-0365.
Now already signing 10-11 sy leases
many more houses and apts avail.
Cartyrentals.com 419-353-0325
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc
419-353-5800

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

VILLAGE

frVYWOODAPTM

APARTMENTS

ll

* Apartments Available *

2 lklrms./Stmlios

jtt

First Month
FREE
•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage

•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available"

.419-352-7691EHO
cormorantco.com

* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included*
SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

4usaV

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'lO-'UMay/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064

or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

JOHN NEWlOVi HM ISIAIi, IMC.
There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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